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The Sincere Body: The Performance of Weeping
and Emotion in Late Medieval Italian Sermons
Lyn Blanchfield
Binghamton University

1493 THE WELL-KNOWN and controversial Franciscan preacher Bernardino of Feltre gave a series of Lenten sermons to the people of
Pavia. On March 11 he dedicated an entire sermon to the necessity of
contrition—or perfect sorrow over sin—in the rite of confession. Speaking
to a large audience of both men and women, rich and poor, and the local
ecclesiastical and civic authorities, Bernardino discussed how one should
behave when contrite: “If you cannot feel sorrow of the body, then at least
[feel it] in [your] heart, and if you cannot weep with [your] bodily eyes,
then at least [weep] in [your] heart.”1
In this brief statement Bernardino instructs his audience on how he
believed one should express sorrow over sin and weep during confession.
According to him, sorrow and pain over sin must be located inside or outside the body and these emotions must come from the heart, that is, they
must be sincere. Bernardino did not explain how one “feels sorrow...[or]
weeps in [the] heart,” yet his reliance on the heart as a site for emotion
and weeping suggests that he believed the heart was crucial in assuring
that sorrow and tears in confession were true. In the same series of sermons, Bernardino recommended that confessors not absolve sinners
unless assured of their sincere repentance.2 His statement on contrition
indicates that he believed weeping from the heart was physical and visible
proof of sincere repentance, proof that confessors could use during confession. Bernardino does not reveal how a confessor could recognize sincere repentance and “true” weeping of the heart, yet his need for “truth”
in the confessional seems to demand some guidelines.
Bernardino’s ideas about weeping were not unusual. In fact, he was
adhering to commonly accepted constructions of weeping that had been
in existence for centuries. Only a century before Bernardino’s sermon, the
fourteenth-century Spaniard Juan Ruiz commented that “the Church

I

N

1“Si non potes sentire dolorem corporis, saltem cordis, et si non potes lacrimari oculis
corporis, saltem corde”; Bernardino of Feltre, Sermoni del B. Bernardino da Feltre nella
Redazione di Fr. Bernardino Bulgarino da Brescia, Min. Oss.: Il Quaresimale di Pavia del
1493, ed. C. da Milano (Milan: Vita e Pensiero, 1940), 357.
2Ibid., 407.
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cannot judge such hidden things [sincere contrition of sin]; thus it is also
necessary for him [the sinner] to make, either by gestures or by groans,
some sign showing that he has repented.... [T]he best sign of repentance
[is] weeping.”3
Bernardino’s views of the connection between weeping, the heart,
and the necessity of proving sincere repentance were not unique. Many
other preachers and theologians were concerned about how to prove a sinner’s “true” contrition during the ritual of confession. Although weeping
served a practical need by “proving” repentance in confession—the most
important function given to this behavior—weeping also served as a sign
of various emotional states in other religious rituals such as the sermon,
mystical exercises, sacred representations, processions, and prayer. To
legitimize and incorporate weeping into these rituals that appear to
require emotional as well as behavioral participation, medieval and early
modern theologians and other writers used the authority of the Bible and
other texts in order to define weeping as the “true” physical and visible
manifestation of emotion.
On the surface, weeping appeared to be a behavior that could be
“read” easily and correctly by anyone; tears could not help but reveal
truth. Weeping was also known to be easily provoked or faked.4 Theologians and, as we shall see, preachers such as Bernardino of Siena understood that weeping could be forced or faked. As carefully as theologians,
preachers, and others tried to define weeping and make it a physical and
hence decipherable sign of sincerity, the possibility of “false tears” meant
that this behavior was interpreted in various and often conflicting ways.
Tears were not always accepted as “truthful” signs of emotion.
***
In order to understand how weeping functions both rhetorically and performatively, this article will examine how two late medieval writers define
it as well as how two preachers incorporate it into their sermons. By examining how weeping worked in texts and in performances, we can begin to
understand the crucial role that weeping was believed to have in providing
bodily “proof” of sincere devotion and emotion in religious rituals of late
medieval and early modern Italy. More generally, this kind of analysis may
reveal crucial information about the apparent need for physical signs of
truth in specific circumstances and the complexities this need generates.

3Juan Ruiz, Libro de Buen Amor, ed. G. Chiarini (Milan and Naples: Riccardo Ricciardi,
1964), 216.
4One example of provoked and/or faked weeping is the weeping of female mourners,
paid to weep during funerals. In the western world, these mourners were common in ancient
Greece and Rome as well as medieval Europe.
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In the medieval and early modern periods, weeping was considered to
be, and used frequently as, a reliable sign of sincerity, yet because of its
supposed connection with deception, this behavior was often interpreted
in a variety of ways. Examining weeping in specific circumstances may give
us clues as to why appearing sincere and proving one’s sincerity were necessary for certain rituals. Religious rituals were not the only situations in
which weeping was seen as a necessity yet this behavior appears most often
in religious rituals since they seem to have required “sincere” devotion and
behavior from their participants in order for the rituals to be effective.5
However, the varied sexes, ages, classes, and political biases of the participants influenced the performance and interpretation of the devotion and
behavior that was deemed so crucial to the rituals’ efficacy. The theologians and others who attempted to define weeping precisely often failed to
consider the diverse circumstances of the people who were supposed to
weep and, as a result, the theoretical meanings of weeping often differed
dramatically from the meanings that emerged during the rituals themselves. While a thorough discussion of these differences cannot be
attempted here, some general conclusions can be drawn which may help
in understanding the conditions that affect the interpretation of this
behavior.
In the first part of this article, texts by a woman religious, the fourteenth-century Italian tertiary Catherine of Siena, and by a prominent
political leader, the fifteenth-century Florentine Lorenzo de’ Medici,
show how two different writers used the body to define and legitimize
weeping as a “true” sign of emotion. The works of Catherine and Lorenzo
are only two examples in a long textual tradition that attempted to define
weeping as a sincere sign of emotion. Like many other medieval and early
modern writers, Catherine and Lorenzo incorporated commonly accepted
definitions of weeping into their texts in order to fulfill their need for a
behavior that could physically and truthfully reveal emotion. Although
one was writing in the religious realm and the other in the secular, Catherine and Lorenzo had similar ideas about weeping and its “natural” connection to the heart, suggesting that there was a great need for this kind
of behavior in both the religious and the secular worlds. While their ideas
5A good example of a ritual that had religious and nonreligious elements that required
a show of “sincere” behavior from its participants was the ritual of execution. In medieval
and early modern Florence, the guilty were required to weep before the confessor as a sign
of repentance before execution; see the ritual practices of the Florentine confraternity of
Santa Maria al Tempio that led people to their executions in Libro di varie notizie e memorie
della venerabile Compagnia di Santa Maria della Croce al Tempio, Biblioteca Nazionale di
Firenze, ms 2, 1:138. S. Edgerton discusses in detail the practices of this confraternity but
does not fully address the role of weeping in the ritual of executions; see S. Edgerton, Pictures and Punishment: Art and Criminal Prosecution during the Florentine Renaissance (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1985). I intend to explore fully the role of
ritualized weeping in executions in a separate paper.
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do not form the primary focus of this article, they do help us to understand how people in this period thought about weeping and used it in a
variety of circumstances.
The second section analyzes two fifteenth-century sermons, one by
the Franciscan Bernardino of Siena and the other by the Dominican Girolamo Savonarola, and how weeping functioned performatively as bodily
proof of their audiences’ “true” emotional and devotional participation.
Although I look at how weeping functions in both texts and rituals, I do
not imply that texts provide the only definitions of weeping that are then
applied to the rituals. In fact, constructions of weeping developed textually because this behavior proved to have a valuable and practical purpose
in specific Christian rituals. Specific texts provided the necessary authority
for weeping to be an acceptable and “genuine” sign of emotion; a sign
that could be used in a variety of circumstances. However, its perceived
connection with sincerity and deception made weeping such a complex
behavior that some texts contradicted other texts in an attempt to solidify
its definitions and uses.
CATHERINE, LORENZO, AND TEARS OF THE HEART
The fourteenth-century Italian Dominican tertiary Catherine of Siena created her own “theology of tears” in which the body—more specifically the
heart—plays a crucial role in establishing the sincerity of tears. For Catherine, tears were not simply a sign of emotion but were physical and visible
evidence of her spiritual status. Tears were defined to be a truthful intermediary between her hidden and mysterious spiritual self and her known
and experienced body. As intermediaries, these tears had to inform Catherined of her spiritual progress and therefore had to be proven worthy of
such a task. Catherine does so by creating a bodily system in which tears
cannot help but tell the truth. She describes her unique system of weeping
in her Dialogo della divina provvidenza or Dialogue of Divine Providence.
Catherine composed her Dialogue as an intimate conversation
between herself and her God, allowing her to produce the “correct”
answers through the words of her God. As Caroline Walker Bynum has
described in Holy Feast and Holy Fast, Catherine’s spirituality was focused
on the body and its functions.6 Catherine devoted a great portion of the
Dialogue to her views of weeping and tears. She was fascinated by the
body’s functions and products—hunger, eating, bleeding, blood, and

6C. Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 165–80.
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tears—and when speaking of weeping chose to focus on her tears as substances to be manipulated rather than the act of weeping.7
Catherine’s mysticism and unique spirituality had a great impact on
medieval spirituality and influenced a number of other mystics and writers.
Although she is best known for her requests for church reform and many
letters, particularly to two different popes and other religious officials, her
Dialogue is a more personal view of her unique spiritual practices and
beliefs. Her views on weeping, as described in her Dialogue, are particularly interesting because they reflect her knowledge and respect for the
Desert Fathers, who she took for inspiration, as well as her own unique
views of the physical connection between the heart and tears.8
Catherine believed that “every tear originates from the heart because
there is no member of the body that wants so much to satisfy the heart as
the eye.”9 Although she does not refer to the Bible specifically, some
understanding of tears may originate there since three different books
mention sorrow located in the heart (Gn 6:6, Ps 13:2, and Rom 9:2). In
Catherine’s view, the eyes respond and satisfy the emotion found in the
heart, the physical source of all human emotion. Curiously, she does not
acknowledge the possibility of “false tears,” thus allowing herself (and perhaps her readers as well) to believe that all of her tears are truthful.
Catherine complicates the link between tears, the eyes, and the heart
by creating a physical process in which the eyes can sense the pain or
sorrow in the heart, which then causes them to weep and provide satisfaction for this emotion. As she says, “and suddenly the eye that senses the
sorrow and pain of the heart, begins to weep tender and compassionate
tears.”10 Although the body is intimately involved in the production of
tears, Catherine herself is divorced from the process. Her body produces
tears, yet she, as an individual, does not weep. Her body acts on its own by
producing proof of the emotions in her heart. For Catherine, emotion was
not an abstract concept but a physical reality expressed visibly through the
presence of tears. She assumed that emotion was the primary catalyst that
stimulated the production of tears: emotion provoked and therefore legitimated them.
7 Although tears—and tears as food—form a major part of Catherine’s Dialogue,
Bynum refers only occasionally to this aspect of Catherine’s spirituality and does not mention
her view of tears as food.
8Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast, 167.
9“ogni lagrima procede dal cuore, perchè neuno membro è nel corpo che voglia tanto
satisfare al cuore quanto l’occhio”; Catherine of Siena, Libro della Divina Dottrina volgarmente detto Dialogo della Divina Provvidenza, ed. M. Fiorilli (Bari: Laterza, 1928), 170.
Satisfare, to satisfy, can mean to fulfill as well as to do penance. Catherine probably meant
both.
10“e subbito l’occhio, che sente il dolore e la pena del cuore, cominica a piangere d’uno
pianto tenero e compassionevole a se medesimo”; Catherine of Siena, Dialogo, 171.
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Catherine is not alone in her vivid interpretation of the production of
tears. Lorenzo de’ Medici, the fifteenth-century de facto leader of Florence, also speaks of the “natural” connection between the heart and the
eyes in creating tears in one of his many sonnets. His view takes on a more
scientific tone yet is quite similar to Catherine’s, demonstrating that spiritual and scientific views about weeping were similar.
In his Commentary on My Sonnets, Lorenzo refers to a sonnet in which
he describes how he wept for a love he could not have. Lorenzo begins,
“and therefore it [the sonnet] says that, even if the eyes weep, this does
not happen because of their pain, but because of the sorrow and desire of
the heart, which, through the tears, vents a part of its sorrow.”11 Relying
on Aristotle, Lorenzo explains how “the heart is the cause of tears...[and]
how the tears naturally proceed from the heart rather than from the
eyes.”12 Lorenzo’s use of the term “natural” implies that he believes the
true emotional source of tears is the heart and therefore these tears cannot
help but tell the truth. Lorenzo, like Catherine, does not recognize “false
tears” in his definition. Both writers do not wish to acknowledge a phenomenon that they believe has no place in their views; moreover, it could
potentially invalidate their claims. In his sonnet Lorenzo states that,
[a]ccording to the physicians [Aristotle], in
the heart all disturbances are born: of joy,
of sorrow, of anger, of hope and of fear, and
every other passion; all of these, thus being
born in the heart, through a certain link and
conformity that is between the heart and the
brain, are immediately communicated to the brain.
Thus it happens that when sorrow or joy are
communicated to it, the brain, oppressed, or
truly, compressed by some of these passions,
is almost squeezed into itself; and being by
nature moist and squeezable like a sponge full

11 “e però dice che, se pure gli occhi piangono, questo non procede per cagione
d’alcuna pena loro, ma dal dolore e desiderio del cuore, il quale per la via delle lacrime sfoga
una parte del suo dolore”; Lorenzo de’ Medici, The Autobiography of Lorenzo de’ Medici the
Magnificent: A Commentary on My Sonnets, ed. and trans. J. Wyatt Cook (Binghamton:
MRTS, 1995), 100. This is an English translation with the original Italian on the facing page.
I have chosen to use my own translation of the original text.
12“che il cuore sia cagione delle lacrime, narrare come naturalmente le lacrime procedino più tosto dal cuore che dagli occhi”; ibid. [my emphasis]. Wyatt Cook claims that de’
Medici’s definition of tears comes from Aristotle’s Problematum ineditorium; ibid., 103 n.
63.
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of water, it distills through the eyes a part
of that moisture, and thus tears are generated....13
Lorenzo visualized a complex circuit between the heart, the brain,
and the eyes that enabled the human body to produce tears. Following
Aristotle, Lorenzo sees weeping not as an emotional behavior subject to
human interpretation but rather as a physical occurrence that can have certain specific meanings and therefore is a reliable gauge of the presence of
emotion. Like Catherine of Siena, Lorenzo sees the heart as the source of
emotion, and thus tears. However, unlike Catherine, he believes that the
brain must read and respond to the heart’s emotions before tears can be
produced. Despite this difference, both Catherine and Lorenzo see the
production of tears as a physical and natural process of the body, a body
that is incapable of deceiving its owner.
Lorenzo provides a unique counterpoint to Catherine since his lachrymose sonnet represents his desire for a sexual love while Catherine’s Dialogue has a religious tone. Although Lorenzo’s ideas about weeping may
have come from Aristotle, perhaps reflecting his erudition more than his
unique imagination, the similarity between his views and Catherine’s suggests that secular and religious ideas about weeping came from similar, if not
the same, sources. Both Catherine and Lorenzo rely upon their acceptance
of weeping as physical proof of sincerity so that their readers can accept their
words as true but also, and more importantly, so that they themselves can
know that their emotions and their bodily gestures are not deceptive. In
these personal and emotionally charged works, they alone must judge the
authenticity of their emotions. In order to do so, they believe that they need
to recognize the specific bodily signs that their culture accepts as “true”
windows into the mysterious world of human emotion.
Both authors are examples in a long textual tradition that attempted
to define weeping as a sincere sign of emotion. Although they wrote for
different purposes, their belief in this behavior’s ability to show truth is
similar since both writers accept that this behavior has a crucial quality that
makes their works credible to their readers. The emphasis on the natural
connection between the heart and tears in both works shows that both
Catherine and Lorenzo believe that weeping cannot help but tell the truth
since it proceeds from a bodily part that does not have the ability to
deceive.
13“Secondo i fisici, nel cuore nascono tutte le perturbazioni, d’allegrezza, di dolore,
d’ira, di speranza e di timore, e qualunque altra passione; le quali tutte, così nate nel cuore,
per una certa conleganzia che è tra il cuore e il cervello, subito al cervello sono comunicate.
Onde adviene che quando si comunica con lui o dolore o letizia, el cervello, oppresso o vero
compresso da alcuna di queste passione, quasi in se medesimo si ristringe; et essendo per
natura umido e ristringendosi in guisa d’una spugna piena d’acqua, distilla per li occhio una
parte di quella umidità, e così genera lacrime”; ibid., 100–102.
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***
The fifteenth-century preachers Bernardino of Siena and Girolamo Savonarola also emphasized the necessity of the heart in weeping. Just as Catherine and Lorenzo believed that the physical phenomenon of weeping must
be preceded—and therefore be legitimized—by the heart’s emotion, so
too, did Bernardino and Savonarola. Unlike Catherine and Lorenzo, however, who wrote about their individual experiences with weeping and emotion, these preachers were faced with collective, public weeping of their
audiences who came to the sermons with diverse concerns and problems.
Although Bernardino and Savonarola accepted the same definitions of
weeping as Catherine and Lorenzo did, they attempted to apply these definitions to the collective weeping of their sermon audiences, desiring that
their audiences’ tears reflected their emotional involvement. Catherine
and Lorenzo may have appeared convinced of the sincerity of their own
tears but Bernardino and Savonarola had a more difficult task: to determine the sincerity of their audiences’ tears. As we shall see, frequently they
assumed that the tears they witnessed were true since they believed that
tears of the heart could not lie, but, on occasion, they worried that their
audiences did not have the requisite emotion in order to make their weeping sincere.
BERNARDINO, SAVONAROLA, AND THE POLITICS OF WEEPING
In both Bernardino’s and Savonarola’s sermons weeping is discussed and
performed, with both the rhetorical and the performative aspects working
together to form a cohesive whole. In these episodes we can see weeping
in action, how it fulfills the duty it has been given: to represent visibly,
accurately, and legitimately the emotions of the participants who weep.
According to the preachers and their recorders who witnessed and chronicled the audience’s weeping, tears appeared to flow from a heart that
could not lie; the heart itself guaranteed the sincerity of the tears and what
they represented. Thus the audiences’ tears guaranteed the efficacy of the
ritual and confirmed the rhetorical and performative skills of the preacher.
Other observers of these sermons saw the audiences’ tears quite differently, however, indicating that the meanings of weeping in these rituals
were highly contested. Despite the various opinions of what weeping
meant in a particular sermon, the presence of this behavior was not
unusual since the relationship between weeping and preaching, or public
speaking in general, was well established by the time Bernardino and
Savonarola were preaching.
Both Bernardino and Savonarola belonged to orders that had long
and successful preaching traditions. These traditions developed from a
variety of sources including the medieval ars praedicandi or “art of
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preaching” manuals that instructed preachers on how to compose and
deliver sermons. In addition, the friars created their own techniques,
which accommodated the unique needs of their lay and primarily urban
preaching.
The ars praedicandi developed, in part, from ancient Greek and
Roman oratory in which the main function of the speaker was the provocation of emotions and behaviors like weeping from audiences. Ancient
orators learned specific speaking techniques from manuals like those of
Cicero and Quintilian in order to excite their audiences.14 In turn, some
of these ancient techniques were incorporated into Christian oratorical
manuals such as those by Augustine and Alan of Lille (d. 1203) and later
included in the “art of preaching” manuals that instructed preachers on
proper delivery of a sermon as well as appropriate subjects for specific sermons.15 Some of these popular manuals, like Alan of Lille’s Summa de
Arte Praedicatoria, contain valuable information on how and when
preachers should excite specific emotions and behaviors during sermons.16
This kind of information was then passed on to other preachers wishing to
improve their speaking techniques.
When the Franciscan and the Dominican orders began in the thirteenth century, the “art of preaching” and other sermon manuals were
being used to teach preachers composition and delivery of sermons. These
orders incorporated some of the “art of preaching” techniques to speak to
the laity but they also expanded upon these with other techniques such as
preaching in the vernacular and using exempla or stories from real life to
emphasize their messages.17 Both the Franciscans and the Dominicans
used these practices in order to provoke reform in their audiences and
encourage them to “take to heart” the preachers’ messages.
The Franciscans and Dominicans emphasized preaching in order to
promote reform and provoke emotional and behavioral reactions from
their audiences. As with earlier forms of preaching, the friars wished to
excite specific emotions and behaviors in their audiences as signs of under14Cicero, De Oratore (Milan: Rizzoli, 1994), and Quintilian, Institutionis Oratoriae,
ed. H. E. Butler (London: W. Heinemann, 1921).
15Augustine, De Doctrina Christiana, ed. R. P. H. Green (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1995), book 4; Alan of Lille, Summa de Arte Praedicatoria in Patrologiae Cursus
Completas...Series Latina, ed. J. P. Migne, 210 (Paris: Garnier Frères, 1861–1866); M.G.
Briscoe, Artes Praedicandi (Turnholt: Brepols, 1992).
16Alan of Lille, Summa de Arte Praedicatoria, 111–70.
17There is not enough space to include all the excellent studies of Franciscan and
Dominican preaching techniques. For some see D. Lesnick, Preaching in Medieval Florence:
The Social World of Franciscan and Dominican Spirituality (Athens: University of Georgia
Press, 1989); L. Taylor, Soldiers of Christ: Preaching in Late Medieval and Reformation
France (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992); A. Zawart, The History of Franciscan
Preaching and of Franciscan Preachers (1209–1927) (New York: Joseph F. Wagner, Inc.,
1927); D. L. d’Avray, The Preaching of the Friars: Sermons Diffused from Paris before 1300
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985).
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standing and acceptance of the sermons. The Franciscans, in particular,
were well known for the emotional appeal of their sermons since they
often described in vivid detail images such as the Passion of Jesus in order
to provoke emotions like empathy, compassion, and fear in audiences.18
Preachers also used graphic images like those of the Passion to arouse specific behavioral responses like weeping and wailing that they believed mimicked the pain of Jesus and the reactions of people who witnessed the
crucifixion.19 These behaviors also signified their audiences’ “true” emotional involvement in the sermons.
Early Dominican preachers generally appealed to their audiences’
intellect in their sermons unlike the Franciscans who appealed more to the
emotions. By the fifteenth century, however, both Franciscan and Dominican preachers were delivering highly dramatic and emotional sermons
that drew large crowds of people wishing to be dazzled and delighted.20
A new style of preaching to the laity had emerged, bringing with it many
new problems and criticisms. Bernardino and Savonarola were only two of
the many fifteenth-century preachers whose spectacular preaching styles
were well known and in high demand, yet their achievements are particularly noteworthy.21
***
For the well-known early-fifteenth-century Franciscan preacher Bernardino of Siena, like his successor Bernardino of Feltre, weeping was inextricably linked with the heart. Heartfelt contrition, or sadness over sin, must
accompany the rite of confession; weeping was that visible and physical
sign that contrition was present. As he once preached: “tears...are heartfelt
prayers that cry out confession!”22
Bernardino wanted his listeners to understand and practice what he
believed to be heartfelt weeping, that is, to represent their repentance.
Speaking to the Florentines on 16 March 1424, he declared: “Therefore
internally throw the water in [your] heart’s vase for contrition!”23 The fol18Lesnick, Preaching in Medieval Florence, 152–54, 164.
19Taylor, Soldiers of Christ, 46–47 and S. Verdi Webster, Art and Ritual in Golden-Age

Spain: Sevillian Confraternities and the Processional Sculpture of Holy Week (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1998), 26–29.
20See Taylor, Soldiers of Christ, 46–47, where she discusses the preaching and popularity of Vincent Ferrier, the famous fifteenth-century preacher.
21Other preachers known for their highly theatrical styles include Bernardino of Feltre,
Roberto Caracciolo, Vincent Ferrier, and John Capestrano.
22“Le lagrime sono orazioni cordiali che gridano alla confessione”; Bernardino of
Siena, Le Prediche Volgari: Firenze 1424, ed. C. Cannarozzi (Pistoia: Libreria Editrice Fiorentina, 1934), 1:53.
23“Adunque getta l’acqua del vaso del cuore interamente per contrizione”; ibid., 134.
Note that he uses the informal, singular you form, as if he were speaking to each individual
in the crowd, perhaps as he would in confession.
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lowing year, speaking again to the Florentines about Mary Magdalene—
the best-known image of a repentant weeper in the New Testament—Bernardino cried out to his audience: “Oh, how the tears of the heart are so
pleasing to God! She [Mary Magdalene] learned that the tear of the eye,
without that of the heart, can be corrupt and misleading!”24 In Bernardino’s view, the heart provides legitimation for tears and makes them
“true.” He acknowledged that tears could be “corrupt and misleading,” a
concession to the possibility of deceiving with tears, yet does not explain
how to recognize those tears “of the heart” that are presumed to be true.
He assumes that he can recognize these “truthful” tears in his listeners, yet
as the preacher who desires a contrite audience, he sees only what he
wishes to see.
For Bernardino, the heart and weeping were intimately connected.
The heart and its emotions gave meaning and legitimation to weeping, for
without the heart’s emotions tears would become corrupt. These were not
mere words but were intended to be absorbed and then practiced by his
listeners. Bernardino hoped that his words could provoke “true” tears and
reform in the Florentines, curing them of their evil ways and bringing
peace to the city.25 That is what he intended to do on Palm Sunday, 1424.
On the morning of Palm Sunday in 1424, Bernardino preached
before a large crowd assembled in the Franciscan church of Santa Croce.
The church was filled with many Florentines, some religious officials, as
well as the Florentine republic’s civic leaders who had probably asked Bernardino to preach.26 As was quite common for these large, public sermons, the “church and piazza of Santa Croce [were] full of citizens and
farmers, women and men,” as the anonymous recorder of Bernardino’s
sermons remarked about one of his sermons given the week prior to Palm
Sunday.27 In addition to adults from all social classes, young people were
24“O, ella piace molto a Dio [la] lacrima del cuore! Imperò che quella dell’occhio,
senza quella del cuore, può essere viciosa e fallace”; Bernardino of Siena, Le Prediche Volgari:
Firenze 1425, 3:189.
25Bernardino was famous as a peacemaker, preaching all over northern Italy in the
attempt to end quarrels between various factions; I. Origo, The World of San Bernardino
(London: Reprint Society, 1963), 131–57, and P. G. da Cittadella, “La Predicazione di S.
Bernardino da Siena a Belluno nell’anno 1423,” Collectanea Francescana 7, no. 11 (1941):
423–37.
26Although I have not yet found Florence’s request for Bernardino to preach in 1424,
sometime after 1425 Leonardo Bruni, as chancellor of the Florentine Republic, wrote to
Bernardino, asking him to preach another series of Lenten sermons; Bernardino of Siena, Le
Prediche Volgari: Firenze 1424, 1:xxxviii–xli. Bernardino preached in Florence a decade
before the Medici came to power in 1434.
27“El tumulto è grande, el popolo fremisce. Era la chiesa e la piazza di santa Croce tutta
piena di cittadini e di contadini, di donne e d’uomini ch’erano parecchie migliaia”; Bernardino of Siena, Le Prediche Volgari Firenze 1424, 2:87. This mixture of people at a public
sermon was common; see R. Trexler, Public Life in Renaissance Florence (New York: Academic Press, 1980; repr. Cornell University Press, 1991), 117–18.
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present; the recorder heard the cry of children and young men that was
“so great that Bernardino had to leave the sermon and come from the
church into the piazza with many friars....”28
The great variety of people that came for the sermon and presented
themselves before Bernardino were decorously divided by a screen into
two groups: men on the right side of the church and women on the left.29
The separation of the sexes during a sermon had two main purposes: to
keep women and men from having contact with each other and to divide
the families which were considered the building blocks and “sources of
honor” for the city.30 Behind the preacher’s raised pulpit, the representatives of the government as well as certain religious leaders sat on a platform, observing and being observed. Thus, both the religious and secular
worlds were visible before the people, who carefully watched their superiors as these men watched the city below them. As was common for sermons throughout the fifteenth century, this community appeared united
spiritually and spatially, but the strict divisions between men and women,
civic leaders and the “masses” made this “community” a highly circumscribed one where power and sexual relations were clearly marked and
understood.
For this 1424 Palm Sunday sermon in Florence, Bernardino chose to
speak about the “virtue of the name of Jesus,” one of his favorite, yet
highly controversial, topics.31 At the end of this sermon, Bernardino cried
out the last words of Paul the Apostle before his death, “Jesus my love,
Jesus my love!” and then showed the Florentines a small stone tablet with
the name of Jesus on it.32 At that moment, the people who filled the
church got onto their knees, took off their caps, and began weeping for
the “love of Jesus and for great devotion, adoring and revering him.”33
The great weeping that occurred in the church that Sunday morning
28 “El grido de’ fanciugli, garzoni era grande che convenne che frate Bernardino
lasciasse la predica e venne di chiesa in sulla piazza con molti frati”; Bernardino of Siena, Le
Prediche Volgari: Firenze 1424, 1:87.
29R. Davidsohn, Storia di Firenze (Florence: Sansoni, 1972), 1:1065–66, and Trexler,
Public Life, 117.
30Trexler, Public Life, 117.
31In 1419 Bernardino was attacked by a Dominican for his devotion to the “name of
Jesus” and for his use of a stone tablet that had the “name of Jesus” inscribed on it. In 1427
Pope Martin V asked Bernardino to Rome to answer the charge of heresy. The charges were
later dropped; see A. G. Ferrers Howell, S. Bernardino of Siena (London: Methuen and
Company, 1913), 114, 146–49.
32“Santo Paolo, apostolo a Roma, non diceva altro se non Gesù, amor mio ... Ora,
Gesù, amor mio, Gesù, amor mio!” and [in the words of the anonymous recorder] “Detto
questo frate Bernardino, ardente d’amore di Spirito Santo e dell’amore di Gesù,...cavò fuori
una tavoletta...e in essa figurato el nome di Gesù”; Bernardino of Siena, Le Prediche Volgari:
Firenze 1424, 2:213.
33“Tutto el popolo, che era piena la chiesa, inginocchione, senza nulla in capo, tutti
piangendo di tenerezza dell’amore di Gesù, e per grande divozione adorandolo e reverendolo”; ibid., 213–14.
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apparently was not a singular event, since the recorder of Bernardino’s
Lenten sermons noted an incident only the week before, when he reports
that “the cries that happened I cannot say, but they appeared to be like
roars, and [oh] the tears for love; there was a great devotion. Amen.”34
These “tears for love and devotion” must have been a wonderful sight for
Bernardino to behold. For the tears he watched appeared to be a sign to
him that he had accomplished what he had set out to do: provoke the
“heartfelt” repentance and conversion of his listeners. He had successfully
brought the theoretical definition of weeping to fruition. For this
preacher, his words and the audience’s actions worked together to provide
meaning for the sermon. Bernardino wished to present an image of an
audience that wept together and therefore seemed spiritually, emotionally,
and behaviorally connected under a common goal, if only momentarily.
Using a variety of words, gestures, exempla, and his famous wooden
tablet, Bernardino had a unique preaching style which influenced preachers of various religious orders. As this sermon shows, he shouted directly
at his audience, and sometimes at individuals, to catch their attention and
make them listen. Unlike other preachers at that time, Bernardino spoke
directly to his audiences about their concerns, problems, and vices and frequently told stories about the lives of specific people in order to reform
them.
***
Sermons like those of Bernardino were a public and highly visible event in
which the city’s social, sexual, and political values and tensions were often
played out. Although preachers frequently wished to bring peace and
unity to a city with their sermons, this did not always occur. In fact, some
preachers did the exact opposite by drawing out specific civic tensions and
exacerbating an already tense situation.35 As the scholar Geoffrey Koziol
has observed, rituals like sermons must draw out and amplify certain social
and political tensions in order to provoke the participants’ emotions.36
Behaviors that were believed to represent these emotions, such as weeping, were also provoked by the preachers’ sermons and added another
dimension to the ritual’s already complex and tense dynamic.
34“Le grida che v’erano non dico, che pareva che fossono tuoni; e i pianti per tenerezza
ch’era una gran divozione. Amen”; ibid., 88. This was the famous “bonfire of the vanities”
that happened on 9 April 1424.
35Bernardino of Feltre was well known for his anti-Semitic sermons and was accused of
inciting a riot against the Florentine Jews in 1488 with one of his sermons on the Monte di
Pietà or public bank; L. Landucci, Diario Fiorentino (dal 1450 al 1516), ed. I. del Badia
(Florence: Sansoni, 1883), 53, and see also V. Meneghin, Bernardino da Feltre e i Monti di
Pietà (Vicenza: LIEF Edizioni, 1974).
36G. Koziol, Begging Pardon and Favor: Ritual and Political Order in Early Medieval
France (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992), 316.
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In Florence, as in many cities, public sermons also played a great role
in establishing and preserving the civic, social, and religious values its
Christian citizens were supposed to share with each other. The preachers
themselves were involved in preserving these values as well as upholding
the strict hierarchical divisions that were perceived to maintain civic order
and honor, since they were often asked to preach by the city’s leaders.37
Bernardino, for example, often gave sermons in Florence denouncing
sodomy and other vices that he believed were causing the ruin of the city.
His sermons were welcomed wholeheartedly by the Florentines and their
civic leaders who desired to see the charismatic preacher speak and give
advice about improving the city’s image. This kind of speaking was supposed to affect all the Florentines and bring them together under a
common goal of improving their city and its image. Given the strict divisions in classes, sexes, and political factions, however, this kind of unity
was not always possible or desirable for the preacher or the city. The tears
that Bernardino witnessed were supposed to represent that fleeting and
limited unity, and what remained important to the preacher, and to the
civic leaders who hired him, was that the city gave the appearance of unity
to itself, to outsiders, and to its God. If unity was not possible, then at least
the Florentines could appear unified, if only briefly, for the sake of the
city’s spiritual, political, and economic reputation.
Since weeping was believed to represent physically and visibly certain
emotions like repentance, it seemed to be the perfect vehicle for Florence’s people to give their city the appearance of strength and honor. This
behavior worked well with Bernardino since he was a respected and welltrained preacher who had good relations with the ruling classes of the city.
His dynamic and innovative preaching style and ability to draw an audience into his sermon’s message made him a highly desired preacher in
many northern Italian cities.38 Since Bernardino was trusted, he preached
what he and the civic leaders thought would be the most beneficial to his
listeners and their city. With his sermon audiences, he developed powerful
and potentially explosive emotional and behavioral dynamics that he
believed helped to reform and strengthen the city. Thanks in part to Bernardino’s unique and influential preaching style, sermons had become

37For example, in 1423 representatives of Belluno asked Bernardino to preach and
bring peace to their city, torn apart by its warring citizens; P. G. da Cittadella, “La Predicazione di S. Bernardino da Siena a Belluno nell’anno 1423,” 423–37. See also C. L. Polecritti,
Preaching Peace in Renaissance Italy: Bernardino of Siena and His Audience (Washington,
D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 2000).
38Bernardino was famous for his use of gestures, his use of props such as the “name of
Jesus” tablet, and an eloquent command of words and anecdotes; Z. Zafarana, “Bernardino
nella Storia della Predicazione Popolare” in Bernardino Predicatore nella Società del Suo
Tempo (Todi: L’Accademia Tudertina, 1976), 41–70.
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more dramatic and emotionally stimulating by the time Savonarola was
preaching almost seventy years later.39
***
Like Bernardino, the charismatic and controversial Dominican friar Girolamo Savonarola was a master preacher who wished to rid Florence of its
supposed sins—particularly those of sodomy and luxury—and to revive
the image of a productive, respected, and religious city. His preaching style
was powerful, frightening, and emotional so that he could provoke the
Florentines to repent of the many sins that he believed were causing the
ruin of the city. His spiritual and political mission led him to guide the city
during and after the political crisis of 1494. In this year the French king
Charles VIII invaded with his army, provoking the city’s de facto leader,
Piero de’ Medici, to flee with his family, an event that Savonarola claimed
to be a sign from God indicating that Florence would finally be rid of its
oppressive leaders. From 1494 to his execution in 1498, Savonarola
preached frequently, sometimes daily, to crowds of people who flocked to
the cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore to hear him speak and reveal his
prophecies. Unlike Bernardino, however, Savonarola did not always have
the full support of the city and its citizens and, towards the end of his life,
faced harsh criticism for his beliefs and prophecies.
Savonarola often gave sermons to the entire community of Florence,
just as Bernardino had done, desiring that the people should take his
words and actions to heart and repent of their evil ways. His intention was
not simply to reform these Florentines, but to make them over in the same
emotional and behavioral image that he perceived the early Christians to
have embodied: a spiritually strong community where their actions and
words were united to reflect their inner “true” Christian beliefs.40 As this
goal implies, Savonarola feared that some of his listeners were reacting
behaviorally to his words without the requisite emotion and devotion to
legitimize those actions. Whether or not Savonarola accomplished his goal
depended upon who was asked and when.
Like Bernardino, Savonarola believed that exterior acts should be a
“true” reflection of interior acts, that is, emotions like charity and devotion that he believed to be contained in the heart. In a sermon given on 4
June 1495 he instructed his audience to prepare themselves “first inside
39Bernardino influenced the Franciscan Roberto Caracciolo of Lecce who was a popular preacher around the 1450s. In Perugia in 1448 Caracciolo gave a highly theatrical sermon
in which the Passion of Jesus was re-created by actors at the end of the sermon; “Cronaca
della Città di Perugia dal 1309 al 1491, nota col nome di Diario del Graziani,” Archivio
Storico Italiano, t. 16, pt. 1 (1850): 598–99.
40Savonarola’s sermons are filled with references to the “true” church when, for example, “erano li cristiani tutti d’uno cuore e d’una anima”; G. Savonarola, Prediche sopra
L’Esodo, ed. P. G. Ricci (Rome: Angelo Belardetti, 1956), 2:51.
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[the body] and then outside” for the next day’s procession.41 When one
receives illumination from God, he told his listeners during the same sermon, “you will feel totally content in your heart with tears.”42 Savonarola
instructed his audience on how they should feel and behave if they receive
God but also on where that “true” emotion lies. Tears were not only a rhetorical part of his sermons but also occupied a place as a performative tool
that “told” him he had accomplished his task as a preacher. Just as Bernardino had watched his audience weep before him after a sermon, so too,
Savonarola witnessed his listeners’ tears and believed that they had been
transformed by his words.
By the time Savonarola defiantly preached his Lenten sermons in
1498, only a couple of months before his death, he had already been
excommunicated by the Church for his attacks on its luxury and corruption.43 Fearful of the possible censure of the city due to Savonarola’s
excommunication, some Florentines refused to attend his sermons, castigated him, and continued scornfully to call his followers the “piagnoni,”
or “weepers,” because of their intense reactions to his sermons.44 Some
Florentines believed that these “piagnoni” were simply faking their devotional behavior in order to make Savonarola look good and to show their
defiant support for him.45 Savonarola and his followers, of course, saw
these tears differently and believed that they were signs of sincere repentance and religious devotion.
Preaching in the Dominican church of San Marco on 9 March 1498
on the book of Exodus, Savonarola finished his sermon by asking his audience to kneel and pray with him before taking their leave.46 Lorenzo Violi,
the notary and recorder of Savonarola’s sermons, comments on this
moment of communal prayer: “Note, you who read [this], that here the
people kneeled and the friars [his companions] in chorus began to chant:

41“e però abbiamo fatto ordinare questa processione per domani e dirotti come ti bisogna disporre prima dentro e poi di fuori”; Savonarola, Prediche sopra i Salmi, ed. V. Romano
(Rome: Angelo Belardetti, 1969), 1:296.
42“idest ti manderà el lume da cielo, che ti sentirai tutto contento nel cuore tuo con lacrime, e sentirai tutto in divozione e Iddio ti darà la sua grazia”; ibid., 299.
43For information on Savonarola’s excommunication see P. Villari, La Storia di Girolamo Savonarola e de’ Suoi Tempi (Florence: Le Monnier, 1930), 2:25–28.
44According to Villari, the use of the term “piagnoni” to mock the followers of Savonarola began around 1495; Villari, La Storia di Savonarola, 1:347.
45Ibid., 1:365–66; 2:95, 159–60. Other preachers such as the Franciscan Francesco of
Puglia preached against Savonarola and called him a heretic; ibid., 2:137–38. Some of Savonarola’s harshest critics were called “arrabbiati” or “the angry ones” in response to the name
“piagnoni”; ibid., 1:347.
46Savonarola began these sermons in the cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore but was
asked to leave on 2 March and therefore moved to San Marco; R. Ridolfi, Bibliografia delle
Opere del Savonarola (Florence: Fondazione Ginori Conti, 1939), 1:75.
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Benefac, Domine, bonis et rectis corde.”47 As if on cue, or so Violi tells us,
“all of the people responded with one voice, chanting to the same verse
with very loud voices and with tears....”48 Seeing this reaction, the friars
chanted another psalm “Qui confidunt in Domino sicut mons Sions...” to
which the audience responded in kind with the words “Benefac, Domine,
bonis et rectis corde.”49 The friars and the people acted and reacted to each
other with the appropriate verses as well as with their visible and decorous
tears, as if in a scripted drama. According to Violi, Savonarola had accomplished his task as a preacher: to unite and move the Florentine people to
“truthful” tears that publicly announced their “heartfelt” repentance and
desire to heed the preacher’s words.
Although Violi’s description may be embellished, his attempt to
report what he witnessed does reflect a need to represent this group of
Florentines as fervent supporters of Savonarola. Violi saw the rhythmic
and synchronized chanting and weeping as “true” signs of Christian devotion but also as legitimation and support for the preacher who faced great
criticism for his beliefs. This support was particularly important at this
time: only two months before the preacher and his two companions were
hanged and burned in the Piazza della Signoria.
***
Besides a firm belief in the ability of weeping physically to show emotion
and devotion, both Bernardino and Savonarola sought to provoke this
response from their audiences as signs of their sincere emotional participation in the sermons. Their listeners were perceived to be wearing their
“hearts on their sleeves” by weeping profusely before these two preachers.
Witnessing their listeners’ tears meant that Bernardino and Savonarola had
accomplished their goals of reform and repentance; they had used their
eloquence to persuade their listeners. Although the collective weepings
provoked by both preachers appear to be similar in description and meaning, these massive weepings had other meanings that were embedded in
the social and political context of two vastly different periods of Florentine
history.
Preaching early in the fifteenth century, Bernardino had the support
of the republican government of Florence, was highly respected, and asked
to preach in many Italian cities. His intent, and the city’s as well, was to
reform the Florentines’ bad habits and to uphold the civic and religious
47“Nota, tu che leggi, che qui si inginocchiò tutto il popolo, e li frati in coro cominciorono a cantare: Benefac, Domine, bonis et rectis corde”; Savonarola, Prediche sopra L’Esodo,
2:51–52.
48“E così il popolo tutto ad una voce rispondeva, cantando con voce altissime e con
lacrime el medesimo versetto”; ibid., 2:52.
49“Di poi li frati cominciorono el salmo Qui confidunt in Domino sicut mons Sion, etc.
e il popolo sempre rispondeva: Benefac, Domine, bonis et rectis corde”; ibid.
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values that the city held dear. He encouraged civic reform in cities all over
northern Italy, especially his hometown of Siena, but, unlike Savonarola,
did not focus all of his energies on one city.50
Also, unlike Bernardino, Savonarola had governmental support only
in the beginning of his preaching career. Initially, Florence desired Savonarola’s presence and advice since the city was threatened with political
turmoil. As the political situation in Florence became more complex and
Savonarola’s desire for control over the city increased, however, some
people lost confidence in the preacher’s ability to bring peace and stability.
Savonarola’s increasing tendency to criticize the Church and its leaders
and his eventual excommunication made some worry that a papal interdict
would shortly follow and cause economic collapse.51 As his desire to
reform the city increased, some people began to disapprove of him and
question his beliefs. His “weeping” supporters were harassed and scorned
because of their behavior. Violi’s desire to describe “truthfully” the weeping of Savonarola’s listeners was a way to legitimize the preacher and his
views. Savonarola, and Violi as well, saw these “heartfelt” tears as truthful
signs of the preacher’s righteousness in the face of severe criticism and, in
their view, an illegitimate excommunication.52 Like Bernardino and the
many other preachers who came to Florence after him, Savonarola did
acquire support from the Florentines; Savonarola heard and saw that support in his listeners’ tears. Unlike Bernardino, however, Savonarola’s
“weepers” did not always represent the entire city.
***
The differences between the reactions to Bernardino’s sermons and
Savonarola’s are due to many factors, the most significant being the popularity of the preachers at the time of their sermons as well as the social and
political climate in which they were preaching. In the seventy years spanning the preaching of these two influential friars, Florence changed drastically, especially with the return of the Medici family in 1434. The Medici
made their presence known in every aspect of civic life, particularly in the
city’s rich public life, and, as a result, the Florence that Bernardino faced
in 1424 was not the Florence that Savonarola encountered.
In addition to Florence’s political transformation during the fifteenth
century, the sermon itself experienced some noticeable changes. Although
space prohibits a lengthy discussion of these changes, it is enough to mention that the popular sermon in northern Italy became much more theatrical in the fifteenth century. By midcentury, some wandering preachers
50Origo, The World of San Bernardino, 33, 131–41.
51Villari, La Storia di Girolamo Savonarola, 2:111–16.
52R. Ridolfi, The Life of Girolamo Savonarola, trans. C.

1959), 201–2.
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were traveling constantly, stopping in any city that would welcome them
and giving spectacular public sermons in which they used vivid stories,
grand gestures, and a myriad of props like crucifixes and graphic paintings
to delight and frighten audiences.53 As a result of these dramatic sermons,
audiences wept, moaned, and screamed, enhancing these preachers’ reputations in some circles and destroying them in others. As the popularity of
these sermons increased, so too did the criticisms as various people began
to see these events as “mere” theater and as a means of procuring money.
By the time Savonarola was preaching, these kinds of sermons were popular and the behavioral reactions these sermons aroused in audiences were
well known but not always well accepted.
Despite the large time gap between Bernardino and Savonarola, the
descriptions of their audiences’ collective weeping remained the same;
however, the different political and social circumstances of these two time
periods, as well as the change in preaching, meant that weeping did not
actually work the same way. As much as preachers, theologians, and other
writers wished to make this behavior an easily read, “true,” and accurate
sign of emotion, it was not possible when weeping was performed. In performance, weeping did not always function as the preachers believed it
would, as is evident when we witness the weeping of Bernardino’s and
Savonarola’s audiences and the reactions they received. Although both
preachers had the same theoretical goals for the behavioral responses of
their listeners and seemed to achieve them, one preacher was praised
wholeheartedly for his actions and the other frequently criticized.
While certain political circumstances have been the primary focus in
this article, other political, social, and religious factors also contributed to
the change in the perception of weeping. These other considerations
impinge upon the interpretations of weeping and make it much more
complex than it might appear. In order to understand weeping, including
its supposed connection with sincerity and deception, we must focus on
issues such as gender, class, age, and political status, as well as the emotions, expectations, and conflicts that all people brought with them to
public rituals. In addition to focusing on the political, analyzing weeping
in these other ways can expand our understanding of the emotional and
behavioral worlds of the past.

53 As mentioned earlier, Roberto Caracciolo was famous for his theatrical sermons and
his use of props, particularly in Perugia in 1448; Graziani, Cronaca della Città di Perugia,
598–99.

